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NOTICE
The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If there are any 
questions pertaining to the use of this system, please contact Highlands Technologies Solutions.

Highlands Technologies Solutions shall not be liable for errors contained herein or for incidental 
consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance, or use of this system.

This document contains proprietary information that is protected by copyright. All rights are         
reserved worldwide. No part of this document may be reproduced photographically, electronically 
or by any other means without the express written permission of the CEO of Highlands            
Technologies Solutions.
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Purpose Author Version Date Comment
Creation Team Qalif 1.0 24/08/2016 First version EN

HISTORIC



CAUTION

The Qalif Spectro uses a laser pointer to target the zone to be measured.
As such, all precautions relative to laser device use must be respected. 
Do not stare directly at the laser beam and do not point the laser into someone else eyes. 

Embedded laser pointer specifications:
• Class: Class IIIa, 
• Power: 5mW,
• Wavelength: 650nm (red)
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Highlands Technologies Solutions has support services available to users in case of questions
or problems using the Qalif SPECTRO. 

To contact our technicians: http://support.h-t-solutions.com
• Documentations and procedures
• FAQ
• Individual ticket to contact our technicians and resolve singular question/problem
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Qalif Spectro is a portable ergonomic spectrometer/colorimeter, it allies performance and 
ease of use.

Originally created for cinema world, (screening, laboratories, content production, etc…) the   
Spectro has a spectral resolution insuring the utmost accuracy: a 2048 pixel array sensor with a 
resolution of 0.3nm/pixel and a spectral bandwidth (FHWM) of 2nm.

The laser pointer allows to easily select and identify the area to be measured.  

The information highly detailed are instantaneously displayed on the 5” touch screen. 

Measures can be easily transferred using an USB Pendrive or using a SFTP client.

The embedded battery Lithium ion confers to the Qalif Spectro a complete stand-alone operation 
for a use up to 4 hours continuously.
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HARDWARE OVERVIEW
Front view:

Rear view:

Measure button

Spectrometer handle

Spectrometer aperture
Laser pointer

Measure button

Power button
USB 2.0 ports

RJ45 Ethernet port Power port
LCD Touch screen
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Fixation system 1/4"

Power button Switch on/off the spectrometer

Measure button
Pressed: switch on the laser pointer for targeting 
purpose
Released (after being pressed): start a new measure

USB 2.0 ports

2 USB 2.0 ports
Used to connect a USB pendrive (automatic measures 
copy)
Can be used to connect external mouse/keyboard

RJ45 Ethernet port Allow to connect the Spectrometer to an Ethernet 
network (needs a DHCP, see Networking chapter)

Power port
12V 2.5A power port
Power up the spectrometer
Charge the internal battery

LCD Touch screen Resistive color LCD touch screen

Spectrometer aperture
Spectrometer light entrance
WARNING: never put any object in the aperture at the 
risk of damaging the shutter and/or the internal lens

Laser pointer Laser pointer based targeting mechanism
Spectrometer handle Handle to ease the holding of the unit
Fixation system 1/4" To use tripod or mounting arm



SPECIFICATIONS
Photometric CIE values 
spectral range 380 nm to 780 nm

Extended spectral range
(on request) 200 nm to 850 nm

Spectral Bandwidth FWHM 2 nm

Pixel Resolution 0.3 nm/pixel

Detector 2048 pixels

Color Accuracy* ±0.0015 for CIE 1931 xy

Luminance Accuracy* ± 1%

Luminance Range 0.01 cd/m² up to 9000 cd/m² (0.003 fL up to 2600 fL)

Measuring values Cd/m² or fL
CCT/xy/u’v’/wavelength peak/dominant color

Measuring Aperture 2° (FOV)

Size – Weight 162 x 140 x 101 mm – 1.2kg

Display Color touch LCD screen

Power Battery Li-ion (up to 4h of use) 
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USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

Central panel
Be it a measure from the history or the last taken measure, data visualization and display is 
performed in the central panel. This one is divided in four tabs: Spectrum, Gamut, Details and 
About. The three firsts (Spectrum, Gamut and Details) concern the measure data visualization, 
the last one (About) concerns global information about the Qalif Spectro.

Measure results panel
The measure results panel consists of a quick overview of the colorimetric data computed from 
the measured spectrum. The main data, i.e. the luminance Y and the colorimetric coordinates x,y, 
are highlighted to ease “at a glance” data gathering.

History panel
The history panel allows to navigate through the measures history. Measures data are displayed 
in the central panel and the measure results panel. Concerning the measure parameters they are 
displayed in the history panel. Those parameters are the date & time of the measure, and the 
settings used at the moment of the measure, i.e. the integration time, the averaging and the filter 
size (0 indicates no filtering).

Date & Time
Simple panel which simply displays the system date and time.

Illustration 1: Qalif Spectro User Interface

Measure
results panel

History panel

Date & time

Battery

Control panel

Status

Central panel Four tabs
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Battery colored bar Interpretation
Low level, red color Battery charge inferior to 20%
Mid level, orange color Battery charge between 20% and 30%
Good level, green color Battery charge above 30%
Oscillating green tab The battery is in charge

USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
Battery
The battery panel displays information about the battery state. It consists of a percentage value 
aside of a colored bar.
The value corresponds to the battery charge level. The colored bar is a data visualisation widget 
corresponding to the battery charge level plus some functionnalities. Its behavior is discribed here 
after:

Battery complete charge is reached when the power supply is plugged and the Battery charge bar 
stops oscillating (the charge level value hence indicates 100%).

Every battery is calibrated before shipment.

On the left side of the battery panel, a warning icon may appear. This should never happen as it 
indicates a problem with the battery charge level calibration. 
In such case, to restore a new calibration file, the Qalif Spectro has to be charged to full charge. 
Once it is fully charged, the power must be unplugged to let the Qalif Spectro completely 
discharge. During the discharge cycle, the unit MUST NOT be switched off. After the            
charge/discharge cycles, the battery is recalibrated and the icon must disappear.

Control panel
Main
Really simple sub-menu which gives access to the main functionnality of the Qalif Spectro, i.e. 
taking a measure.
The runtime mode switch allows to take measures in One shot mode or in Runtime mode, please 
refer to the Taking a measure section for more details.
The main sub-menu also gives a quick access to switch between registered filters. This allows to 
perform measures with different filters very easily, without having to constantly redefining the filter.

Settings
Most of the settings parameters concerns measure parameters and hance will be discussed in 
deeper details in the appropriate section: Measure parameters. Apart from the laser and the shut-
ter buttons, all the other elements control the measure parameters of the corresponding names.
The laser button allows to switch on/off the laser pointer. When switching on the laser while taking 
a runtime measure (does not work in One Shot mode), the laser wavelength will appear in the 
spectrum (spectrometer and laser pointer alignment check method).
The shutter button allows to open/close the internal spectrometer shutter. This button should 
never be used and especially during a measure. This function is present only for mechanical 
testing purposes.
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USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
Besides the custom filter, the Qalif Spectro possesses two registered filters which can be modified 
by the user. For each registered filter, the name parameter is the filter name as it will appear in the 
main sub-menu (filters quick access). As for the parameter value, it is the filter size (see the         
Filtering section for more details).
To modify the registered filters, the user just needs to modify the values in the interface and then 
click on the Apply button. Otherwise, the modifications are not taken into account. If a new      
measure is requested while there are registered filters pending modifications, those later are lost.

Network
The network sub-menu simply lists all the network interfaces available dynamically. Along each 
network interface, the corresponding IP address is displayed. This sub-menu is mainly useful 
when connecting the Qalif Spectro to an Ethernet LAN to retrieve the IP address allocated by the 
DHCP.

System
The system sub-menu gives access to the Qalif Spectro system capabilities which are:
- Update: if the Qalif Spectro is connected to the Internet, this function allows to update the unit 
software. The update can also be done using a USB pendrive; for further details, please refer to 
the USB Pendrive features section.
- Reboot: reboots the Qalif Spectro
- Shutdown: shutdowns the Qalif Spectro
- Log: show/hide the Log tab of the central panel.
- Date & Time: allows setting the unit system date & time
- Clear history: clear all history content
- Clear on USB copy functionality: allows activate/deactivate the Clear on USB copy feature. 
Please refer to the USB Pendrive features for more details.

Status
The status panel indicates what operation the Qalif Spectro is performing and its actual              
progression. This gives information about the waiting time before the operation terminates. This 
is particularly useful when requesting a measure with a high integration-time.
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USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
Four tabs: 

Spectrum

The spectrum tab is illustrated in Illustration 2. It displays the measure calibrated spectrum.

Illustration 2: Spectrum visualization

Illustration 3: Gamut visualization

The Gamut tab shows the visualization of the measure chromacity coordinates on a gamut. It both 
eases the verification that it really corresponds to what was measured and  the perception of the 
measured color.

Gamut
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USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
Details

The Details tab gives information about all the data computed from the measure calibrated      
spectrum. Apart from the Peak value, the data are all based on CIE standards.
The here titled Dominant Color box has a changing title. Depending on the measure chromacity 
coordinates, the title can be Dominant Color, Complementary Color or – in the case of a pure 
white color of coordinates (0.33,0.33)- Achromatic Color.
Further details on these data are provided in the Measure details section.

Illustration 4: Measure details display
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USER INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
About

The About tab contains information relative to the Qalif Spectro unit and not to the actual           
measure.
The product model will always display Qalif Spectro, there is no product model variant as of now.
The S/N is the serial number of the unit. It is proper to each unit and it never changes.
The version is the Qalif Spectro software version. The version changes each time the unit is 
updated.
The calibration date corresponds to the date & time at which the Qalif Spectro has been 
calibrated.

The information contained in the About panel must always be provided when contacting the     
Support team.

Illustration 5: About the Qalif Spectro
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TAKING A MEASURE
How to

Whatever the mode is (One shot or Runtime), taking a measure is as simple as pressing a button, 
targeting and then release the button to take the measure. It is almost the same as a camera 
when auto-focusing and then taking a picture with a two step button.

The Qalif Spectro possesses two measure buttons, a physical one on the top of the unit and a 
software one in the main menu of the control panel. Both buttons behave exactly the same. The 
software button allows to take measure remotely from the Qalif Spectro unit by the use of VNC 
access (see section Network capabilities and access).

Taking a measure follows these steps:
- Pressing a measure button: the laser pointer is switched on
- Targeting using the laser pointer
- Releasing a measure button: the laser pointer is switched off, the measure process starts

One shot
In One shot mode, when a measure button is released, just one measure is taken. At the measure 
end, the results are displayed and the Qalif Spectro returns to an idle state.
In this mode, every taken measure is registered in the history and can be accessed later.
Low light and saturation are controlled. If the target to measure is too dark or too bright, the       
measure is not performed and an error message is displayed indicating what the problem is. This 
cannot happen using the integration-time auto-adjust functionality (apart if the spectrometer is 
used out of its specifications) but it can easily occur when using a manually set integration-time.

Runtime
In Runtime mode, when a measure button is released, the Qalif Spectro starts to take measures 
continuously. The interface is regularly updated with new data from the continuous acquisition. 
Notice that using a low integration-time, not all the measures are displayed to prevent interface 
overwhelming and lagging. The interface cannot be refreshed at a rate of one measure per         
millisecond, which is the minimum integration-time applicable. Even though it would have been 
possible, the human eye could not follow the refresh rate.
In this mode, no measure is registered in the history.

Low light and saturation are controlled only at the early stage to check the environment                 
luminosity. Afterward, no control is performed in order to avoid stopping the runtime acquisition by 
mean of environment change. This way, the spectrometer target can be easily changed while 
acquiring measures in runtime.
NB: as no control is performed during the runtime acquisition, the measure results can be biased 
and as much as the measure conditions varies.

Runtime acquisition is stopped either by pressing the Stop button (which is the same as the      
measure button but becomes a stop in runtime mode once the acquisition is started) or by       
changing the acquisition mode back to One shot.
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TAKING A MEASURE
Measure cancellation
Whatever the mode, a running measure can be cancelled. It is important to note that the cancel 
operation is not instantaneous. The worst waiting time before the cancel request is effective is 
one integration-time, the averaging parameter does not interfere. Cancelling a measure with a 
low integration-time is very fast but cancelling a measure   with high integration-time can be a little 
bit long. As the maximum integration-time applicable is 65s, the waiting time cannot be greater 
than 65s (and with an integration-time set to 65s).
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TAKING A MEASURE
Measure parameters

All the measure parameters can be modified while the spectrometer is acquiring a new measure. 
Nevertheless, depending on when they are modified, they might be or not taken into account for 
the actual measure. Despite the fact they are saved and displayed in the history panel, this results 
in an uncertainty on the measure parameters used for the actual measure. Doing so is                  
discouraged in One shot acquisition mode. The feature is mostly implemented to be used in    
Runtime mode. This allows modifying the parameters on-the-go and dynamically seeing their 
impact on the measures instead of stopping an acquisition and starting another one. An                 
intermediate uncertain measure in runtime mode has little impact and is not saved.

Screen
The screen parameter is not purely a measure parameter in the sense that is does not interfere 
in the acquisition process nor in the data computation. The screen auto-off mechanism just allows 
the Qalif Spectro screen to be automatically switched off during an acquisition and switched back 
on when the acquisition is terminated. It is used to ensure that the light emitted from the screen 
does not disturb the measure. This is useful when performing acquisitions in low light                     
environment where every light source has to be switched off.

Averaging
The averaging parameter is the number of measures taken and averaged to give one final            
resulting measure. An averaging of one is no average, the taken measure is the final result. With 
an averaging parameter of N, N measures are taken, summed and divided by N resulting in one 
averaged measure.
Averaging acquisitions allows reducing the noise of the measure and thus reducing the results 
uncertainty.
Averaging parameter range: [1..20]

Integration-time
Integration-time parameter is the duration while photoelectric information gathered from the light 
sensor are accumulated (integrated).
Measure integration-time can be set following two modes:
- Auto-adjust mode: the Qalif Spectro automatically adjusts the integration-time to get the best 
acquisition exposure.
- Manual mode: the user can define manually the integration-time of the measure. This is useful 
to obtain measures with a fixed integration-time and to compare measures with the same              
integration-time.
Integration-time range: [1..65000] (in ms)

Filters
Filters are used to smooth the spectrum curve and then remove some details, hence slightly 
impacting the results. This also can be seen as virtually reducing the spectrometer resolution.
Actually, the Qalif Spectro has only one filter type which is the box filter (square filter). This filter 
possesses only one parameter which is the filter half length. Be it the custom filter or the               
registered filters, the filter parameter to be set is thus the half-length.
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TAKING A MEASURE
History

History mechanism is automatic, that is to say there is no need to explicitly press a save button. 
All measures taken in One shot mode are then saved in the history for future retrieval. Notice that 
all the measures taken in Runtime mode are not saved.
The history memory contains one thousand measure slots. When the history memory is full and 
another measure is taken, the oldest one is suppressed to be replaced by the new one.

The history can only be entirely cleaned on request by the user. This is done using the Clear      
history button located in the system sub-menu of the control panel. There is no mechanism to 
erase only one specific measure.
The history can also be automatically cleaned when the measures are saved on a USB pendrive 
(See USB Pendrive features section for more details).
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MEASURE DETAILS
Calibration

Calibration is an important process during which the device biases are evaluated. The biases 
compensation data are computed and stored as a calibration file. These compensation data are 
then used each time a measure is requested to give the best reality fitting results.

Each Qalif Spectro is calibrated before shipment. However, spectrometers physical parameters 
drift over time. The Qalif Spectro then needs to be re-calibrated periodically.

Measurement process

When a measure is requested, the Qalif Spectro software sequentially goes through the following 
steps.

Auto-adjust
The auto-adjust step is performed only when the auto-adjust mode is enabled. Otherwise, the 
step is skipped and the measure process uses the manually set integration-time.
To auto-adjust the integration-time the Qalif Spectro opens the shutter and takes a series of    
measures at different integration-time. The integration-time selected is the one that gives the best 
signal to noise ratio and avoids saturation and non linearities of too strong signals.
The retained integration-time is used both for the Dark measure and for the measure itself in order 
to have a consistent dark correction.

Dark
The dark measure is a measure performed while the Qalif Spectro shutter is closed. It allows 
measuring the sensor noise, the dark noise, i.e. what it sees when there is no signal. This dark 
measure will be subtracted from the effective measure as it is noise and not an effective signal.

Measure
The measure step is the effective measure taken while the Qalif Spectro shutter is open. Once 
performed, the dark measure is subtracted giving the sensor noise free signal. On this signal, the 
calibration curve is applied to adjust the spectrum removing biases and drifts. The resulting signal 
then tightly corresponds to true target spectrum.

Filtering
If filtering is enabled, with a custom filter or with a registered filter, the signal is then filtered to 
smooth the spectrum.

Spectrum

The primary result obtained from a measure is the spectrum. It represents the irradiance of the 
target for each wavelength in the visible domain.
Apart from “purifying” the signal, the spectrum does not result from any processing. It represents 
the core result before any deeper analysis.
The spectrum corresponds to the spectrometer feature of the Qalif Spectro.
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MEASURE DETAILS
XYZ Tristimulus and derived values

XYZ and its derivatives correspond to the colorimeter feature of the Qalif Spectro. All the compu-
tations provide information about the color of the target.
XYZ ant its derivatives refer to the CIE Standard. There are various versions of the standard, 
ratified or not. All the computation performed in the Qalif Spectro are based on the CIE Standard 
referred as CIE 1931 2°, i.e. the XYZ curves established in 1931 with 2° angle of view from the 
observer.

The XYZ Tristimulus results from the integration of the spectrum over the XYZ curves.
X is the red stimulus.
Y is the green stimulus.
Z is the blue stimulus.
The XYZ Tristimulus is not of really use on its own apart from the Y stimulus which corresponds 
to the target luminance.
From the XYZ Tristimulus is computed the (x,y) pair which is the chromacity coordinates.
The main information for color analysis is obtained using: the Yxy data, the luminance and the 
chromacity coordinates.
From these data, other values are computed:
- uv coordinates
- u'v' coordinates
- Dominant/Complementary/Achromatic color
The wavelength corresponding to the spectrum maximum is also provided.

Measure file format

The measures are saved in a CSV file format, no restrictive proprietary format. This allows to 
easily read and use the measure files in any way, human reading or software analysis.
Measure file naming rule is: Measure_YYYY_MM_DD-hh_mm_ss-zzz.csv where
YYYY is the year
MM is the month
DD is the day
hh is the hour
mm are the minutes
ss are the seconds
zzz are the milliseconds

Inside the measure file, the data are semicolon separated. Most of them are key-value pairs. The 
first column is the key and the second one is the value. There are three exceptions which are 
Wavelengths, Spectrum and Calibration. As they are lengthy vectors, they are the last values and 
are arranged in table like. The trio Wavelengths;Spectrum;Calibration; is the header. Under each 
header title, the vector values are stored in column.
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MEASURE DETAILS
The stored XYZ values are not calibrated. To get the effective XYZ Tristimulus, each component 
has to be multiplied by its corresponding CalibrationXYZ component.
 EffectiveY = Y*CalibrationY

The values stored always use units of the International System:
Wavelengths: nm
Y: cd.m-2
Integration time: ms

 Example:

 Measure file name: Measure_2016_08_08-15_02_57-370.csv
 Content:
 DateTime;2016/08/08 - 15:02:57.366;
 Valid;Yes;
 Size;2048;
 CalibrationX;2.77979e-06;
 CalibrationY;2.40386e-06;
 CalibrationZ;4.31197e-06;
 IntegrationTime;125000;
 Average;10;
 FilterParam;7;
 LambdaMax;544.321;

 CIE Curve;Default CIE 1931 1nm 2°;
 X;7.906e+06;
 Y;9.49567e+06;
 Z;3.35835e+06;

 x;0.370874;
 y;0.383237;
 cct;4310.54;
 ColorType;Dominant;
 LambdaD/C;574.773;

 u;0.216345;
 v;0.335335;

 u';0.216345;
 v';0.503002;
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MEASURE DETAILS
 Wavelengths;Spectrum;Calibration;
 192;0;0;
 192.374;0;0;
 192.749;0;0;
 193.123;0;0;
 193.498;0;0;
 193.872;0;0;
 ...../* Skipping elements: Wavelengths, Spectrum and Calibration are 2048 elements   
 length */......
 882.842;0;0;
 883.131;0;0;
 883.42;0;0;
 883.708;0;0;
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NETWORK CAPABILITIES & ACCESS
Network

Ethernet
The Qalif Spectro can be connected to the network via Ethernet by plugging a RJ45 cable in the 
RJ45 ethernet port.
No network interface configuration is provided, it is hence impossible to modify the network 
connection behavior.
The Qalif Spectro is configured in automatic DHCP mode. It then requires to be placed in a 
network with a DHCP. It will not work in an all static IP address, no DHCP network. With no DHCP, 
the Qalif Spectro will not have an IP address allocated and will be unreachable.
Once connected to the network, the Qalif Spectro will send a DHCP request to get an IP address. 
As soon as the IP address is allocated, it is displayed in the Network sub-menu of the Control 
panel.

WiFi Hotspot
An on-demand WiFi Hotspot is provided to ease access from wireless devices. The Qalif Spectro 
does not embed WiFi capabilities on its own. The feature is offered by using the provided WiFi 
dongle.
NB: ONLY USE THE PROVIDED WIFI DONGLE.
Not all the WiFi dongle are supported by the internal drivers. No support is provided for other WiFi 
dongles.

Starting the Hotspot is fast, less than ten seconds. Above this delay, if the message is not 
displayed, an error might have occurred.
Once the message has been displayed, the Hotspot is enabled. Its name is S/N-Hotspot to be 
unique for each Qalif Spectro, e.g. qs05170-HotSpot. The presence of the Hotspot can be 
controlled with any WiFi scanner.

QfSpectro Hotspot password: oblivion

When the WiFi dongle is plugged in, the Hotspot 
is automatically started and an overlay message 
indicating so is displayed in the right upper corner 
of the interface.

To deactivate the Hotspot, it is as simple as 
unplugging the WiFi dongle. A message                
indicating that the Hotspot is down is displayed in 
the upper right corner of the interface.
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NETWORK CAPABILITIES & ACCESS
Access

The two remote access methods provided work either with the Ethernet connection or the WiFi 
Hotspot connection (or both at the same time).

VNC
The Qalif Spectro user interface can be remotely accessed using the standard VNC protocol. As 
it embeds a VNC server, connecting is as easy as launching any VNC client on the client device.
VNC login: none
VNC password: veeone
As it exists VNC clients on smartphones, using the WiFi Hotspot and a VNC client, it is possible 
to access the Qalif Spectro interface and drive the unit with a smartphone.

SFTP Client
The SFTP server embedded in the Qalif Spectro allows the user to access (through SFTP proto-
col) a dedicated part of the filesystem. Noticeably, all the measures taken can be viewed/copied 
this way.
SFTP login: qalif
SFTP password: qalif
SFTP Port: 22
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USB PENDRIVE FEATURES
The Qalif Spectro offers some convenient features when an USB Pendrive is plugged-in.
The copy feature is automatically launched when the pendrive is plugged-in.
The update feature provides an easy way to update the unit software when no Internet access is 
available.

Copy

When the USB Prendrive is plugged in, the system automatically detects it and launches the 
Copy feature. This is indicated with a overlay message in the upper right corner of the user          
interface:

NB: DO NOT REMOVE THE DRIVE DURING THE COPY.

Removing the USB Pendrive during the operation may corrupt data and/or the USB Pendrive 
filesystem.

So, please wait for the message indicating that the USB Pendrive can be unplugged.

Be patient as the process can be long depending on the amount of data to transfer. The process 
should not longer than 5 minutes in any case. Passing this delay, an error might have occurred.

All the data copied are located in a folder named QfSpectro at the USB Pendrive root directory. 
Inside, there are two other folders, one for the measures called Saves and one for the logs called 
Log.

Measures
The measures copied are the ones contained in the history.
When copied, the history can optionally be cleaned, providing an easy transfer and clean      
mechanism. This is configurable through the System sub-menu in the Control panel using the 
Clear-on-USB-copy feature. If the feature is enabled, when the copy mechanism has finished to 
copy the measures on the USB Pendrive, it informs the Qalif Spectro software that it has finished 
and that the history can be cleared. Then, the software clears the history.

Logs
While the Qalif Spectro software is running, it generates logs about its operations (main log is 
viewable in the interface using the Show log option in the System sub-menu of the Control panel). 
When the USB Pendrive is plugged-in the logs are automatically copied on the pendrive.
There is no clear logs functionality as there is an internal mechanism (log-rotate) in charge of 
purging old logs.
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USB PENDRIVE FEATURES
Update

To perform the update using an USB Pendrive, the Qalif Spectro software package has to be 
placed at the root of the USB Pendrive. Then, plug the USB Pendrive in the Qalif Spectro and 
click on the Update button. Select USB choice and start the update. Once the update is finished, 
the Qalif Spectro will reboot automatically.
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